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Abstract—This paper presents a model predictive current 
control applied to a proposed new topology of single-switch 
three-level (SSTL) active rectifier, which is exemplified in an 
application of single-phase battery charger for electric vehicles 
(EVs). During each sampling period, this current control scheme 
selects the state of the SSTL active rectifier that minimizes the 
error between the grid current and its reference. Using this 
strategy it is possible to obtain sinusoidal grid currents with low 
total harmonic distortion and unitary power factor, which is one 
of the main requirements for EVs chargers. The paper presents 
in detail the principle of operation of the SSTL active rectifier, 
the digital control algorithm and the EV battery charger (where 
is incorporated the SSTL active rectifier) that was used in the 
experimental verification. The obtained experimental results 
confirm the correct application of the model predictive current 
control applied to the proposed SSTL active rectifier. 

Keywords—Active Rectifier; Electric Vehicles; Model Predictive 
Current Control; Power Quality, Single-Switch. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, the electric vehicles (EVs) represent an 

important role in the transport sector and a real contribution to 
mitigate the greenhouse gases emissions [1]. In this context, 
with the spread of EVs, new challenges and opportunities are 
emerging. Some of them are related with the environmental 
and energy implications [2][3], new operation modes for the 
EVs integration in smart grids and smart homes [4][5], and the 
integration with renewables [6]. Besides, also the advances in 
terms of power electronics are relevant to strengthen the 
introduction of EVs [7][8].  

The integration of EVs in the power grids should be 
performed considering power quality aspects, mainly, the 
reduced harmonic distortion of the grid current [9][10]. This 
issue is associated with the EV battery charging systems. 
Therefore, front-end active rectifiers has more notoriety when 
compared with the solutions based on diode rectifiers and 
multi-pulse rectifiers [11][12][13]. The main advantages of the 
active rectifiers is the possibility to control the grid current and 
the output voltage [11][14]. These rectifiers are identified in 
the literature as power-factor-correction (PFC) converters. 
Extensive revisions, respectively, about single-phase and 
three-phase active rectifiers are presented in [15] and [16]. The 
essence of three-phase active rectifiers is presented in [17] and 
[18]. Taking into account on-board EV battery charging 
systems, the main active rectifier is the well-known PFC 

converter that combines a diode-bridge rectifier with a dc-dc 
boost-type converter [19]. However, besides the boost 
converter can also be used other dc-dc converters, e.g., cuk, 
three-state switching cell, buck, buck-boost, and forward [20] 
[21]. With the combining of two or more PFC converter it is 
possible to obtain interleaved PFC converters [22]. In this 
context, other important set of PFC converters are the 
multi-level [23][24] and the bridgeless [25], including the 
symmetrical and asymmetrical [26][27]. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit topology of the proposed 
single-switch three-level (SSTL) active rectifier used in a 
single-phase battery charger for EV. Besides the inductive filter 
to couple the SSTL active rectifier to the power grid, it is also 
composed by a diode bridge rectifier (diodes D1 to D4) and by a 
bidirectional cell (IGBT S and diodes D5 to D8). A 
single-switch PFC active rectifier based in the Vienna 
converter is presented in [28], however, the dc-link is split and 
its nominal voltage should be, at least, the double of the 
maximum amplitude of the power grid voltage (the voltage in 
each capacitor is regulated in each half-cycle of the power grid 
voltage). This is the main drawback of this topology comparing 
with the SSTL active rectifier. In [29] and [30] are presented 
single-switch active rectifiers with high input power factor, 
however, without sinusoidal current consumption, i.e., with 
high current harmonic distortion, which represents the main 
disadvantage comparing with the SSTL active rectifier. New 
topologies of unidirectional three-level and five-level active 
rectifiers are presented, respectively, in [31] and  [32]. 
However, they are more complex in terms of hardware and 
control than the SSTL. A comparative evaluation of PFC 
topologies for EV battery chargers based in the boost converter 

Fig. 1. Circuit topology of the single-switch three-level (SSTL) active rectifier
for applications of battery chargers for electric vehicles (EVs). 
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is presented in [33]. A detailed analysis of the SSTL active 
rectifier comparing with the traditional PFC (diode bridge 
rectifier with a dc-dc boost-type converter) is performed in 
section III.  

The grid current control of the SSTL active rectifier is 
performed with the model predictive current control with finite 
control set [34]. This current control scheme uses the 
discrete-time model of the SSTL active rectifier and a cost 
function to minimize the error between the measured current 
and its reference, i.e., to define the state of the SSTL active 
rectifier during each sampling interval. The model predicitve 
current control scheme is presented in section II, while the 
analysis and the main simulation results are presented in 
section III. The experimental validation is presented in section 
IV and the main conclusions in section V. 

II. MODEL PREDICTIVE CURRENT CONTROL SCHEME 
Fig. 2 shows the distinct stages used to define the state of 

the SSTL active rectifier during each sampling period. During 
the positive semicycle of the power grid voltage (vg > 0), when 
the IGBT S is off the inductance provides energy and the 
voltage produced by the converter (van) is vdc. When the IGBT 
S is on the inductance stores energy and the voltage produced 
by the converter (van) is 0. On the other hand, during the 
negative semicycle of the power grid voltage (vg < 0), when the 
IGBT S is off the inductance provides energy and the voltage 
produced by the converter (van) is -vdc. When the IGBT S is on 
the inductance stores energy and the voltage produced by the 
converter (van) is 0. Taking into account that the SSTL active 
rectifier should operate with a sinusoidal grid current, it can be 
seen as a linear load with unitary power factor. Therefore, the 
grid current is directly proportional to the power grid voltage 
according to: 
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where, GEV denotes a conductance that represents the SSTL 
active rectifier. This conductance is determined according to 

the mean value of the active power (PEV) and the root mean 
square (rms) value of the power grid voltage (VG) according to: 
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Substituting equation (1) into equation (2), the grid current 
reference for the SSTL active rectifier is obtained according to: 
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where, the active power (PEV) is established in function of the 
necessary power to charge the EV batteries through the dc-dc 
back-end converter. Taking into account that, typically, the 
batteries are charged with two distinct stages (constant current 
followed by constant voltage), the charging power is not 
constant. The maximum power occurs at the end of the first 
stage, where the batteries are charged with constant current and 
the battery voltage reaches the maximum value. 

The model predictive current control scheme is based in the 
discrete-time nature of the SSTL active rectifier to define its 
state in each sampling interval. Analyzing the voltages and the 
current represented in Fig. 1 it can be established: 
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where, vg denotes the instantaneous value of the power grid 
voltage, ig the instantaneous value of the grid current, and van 
the voltage produced by the converter between the points a and 
n (cf. Fig. 1). Applying the forward Euler method to the 
derivative of the grid current, the discrete implementation of 
the equation (4) is obtained according to: 
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Rearranging equation (5) in order to the grid current, i.e., the 
variable that is controlled, is obtained: 
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Fig. 2. Operation stages of the SSTL as active rectifier: (a)-(b) When vg > 0; (c)-(d) When vg > 0. 
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With the equation (6) the final stage of the model predictive 
current control is to minimize the error between the predicted 
current (ig[k+1]) and its reference (ig*[k+1]). According to 
[35], the reference of current in the instant [k+1] can be 
extrapolated according by: 
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The previous equations are calculated during each sampling 
interval and is used a cost function for minimizing the error 
defined by: 
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According to equation (8), the error is zero when the cost 
function is zero. The principle of operation of the SSTL active 
rectifier state selection is shown in Fig. 5. As it can be seen, 
during each sampling interval (e.g., [k, k+1]) are two 
possibilities to define the SSTL active rectifier state (cf. Fig. 2), 
however is selected the state that minimizes the grid current 
error. It is important to note that during each sampling interval 
is selected only one of the possible states. 

III. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section is presented an analysis of the SSTL active 

rectifier when compared with the traditional PFC active 
rectifier and are presented the main simulation results of the 
SSTL active rectifier. As aforementioned, the SSTL active 
rectifier is integrated with a dc-dc back-end converter in an EV 
battery charger. Table I shows the specifications of the EV 
battery charger. Fig. 3 shows the power grid voltage (vg) and 
the grid current (ig) compared with ig* in a detail of 200 �s 
during the initial phase of the EV battery charging process. As 
shown, the grid current (ig) increases slowly until the nominal 
value for the charging process without sudden variations 
contributing to preserve the power quality. This figure also 
shows in detail the grid current (ig) and its reference (ig*) 
aiming to verify that the grid current (ig) tracks the reference 
(ig*). Fig. 4 shows the power grid voltage (vg) and the grid 
current (ig) during a transient variation in the power, i.e., a 

reduction from 3.6 kW to 3 kW. This sudden variation 
corresponds to the transition from the first stage to the second 
stage of the EV battery charging process. This figure also 
shows in a detail of 100 �s the grid current (ig) and its reference 
(ig*) during the transient variation in the power. As it can be 
observed, the grid current (ig) tracks the reference (ig*) without 
sudden variations and with a delay of about 250 μs. Fig. 6 
shows, in a detail of 600 μs, the grid current (ig) the current in 
the diode bridge (id), the current in the bidirectional cell (ib), 
and the control signal of the IGBT (vS). Analyzing this figure, it 
is possible to observe that the grid current (ig) is the sum of the 
current in the diode bridge (id) with the current in the 
bidirectional cell (ib). During the positive semicycle of the 
power grid voltage (vg > 0), the current in the diode bridge (id) 
corresponds to the stage when the IGBT S is off, the inductance 
provides energy, and the voltage produced by the converter is 
+vdc. On the other hand, the current in the bidirectional cell (ib) 
corresponds to the stage when the IGBT S is on, the inductance 
stores energy, and the voltage produced by the converter is 0. 
Using this strategy it is possible to reduce the rms value of the 
current in the diode bridge comparing to the traditional PFC 
active rectifier. Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the SSTL 
active rectifier and the traditional PFC active rectifier. The 
SSTL active rectifier uses more three diodes than the 

 
Fig. 5. Principle of operation of the SSTL active rectifier state selection. 

TABLE I 
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE EV BATTERY CHARGER 

Parameters Value Unit 
Nominal Grid Rms Voltage  230 ± 10% V 

Grid Frequency 50 ± 1% Hz 
Nominal Power 3.6 kW 

Batteries Voltage 200 to 350 V 
Nominal Batteries Current 10 A 

Total Power Factor 0.99 - 
Total Harmonic Distortion <3% - 

Maximum Switching Frequency  20 kHz 
Sampling Frequency 40 kHz 

 
Fig. 3. Simulation results of the SSTL active rectifier during the initial phase of
the EV battery charging process: Power grid voltage (vg); Grid current (ig);
Grid current reference (ig*). 

 
Fig. 4. Simulation results of the SSTL active rectifier during a transient
variation in the power from 3.6 kW to 3 kW: Power grid voltage (vg); Grid
current (ig); Grid current reference (ig*). 



traditional PFC, representing the main disadvantage, however, 
it has more advantages in terms of efficiency. In both active 
rectifiers, when the IGBT S is on, besides the IGBT are used 
two diodes, i.e., theoretically, the efficiency is equal. For the 
SSTL active rectifier, during the positive semicycle, are used 
the diodes D5 and D8, and during the negative semicycle are 
used the diodes D6 and D7. For the PFC, during the positive 
semicycle, are used the diodes D1 and D4, and during the 
negative semicycle are used the diodes D2 and D3. On the other 
hand, when the IGBT S is off, the SSTL active rectifier uses 
two diodes and the PFC uses three diodes, i.e., it is possible 
improve the efficiency of the SSTL active rectifier compared to 
the PFC. For the SSTL active rectifier, during the positive 
semicycle, are used the diodes D1 and D4, and during the 
negative semicycle are used the diodes D2 and D3. For the PFC, 
during the positive semicycle, are used the diodes D1, D4 and 
D5, and during the negative semicycle are used the diodes D2, 
D3 and D5. Table II presents a comparison between the 
traditional PFC and the SSTL active rectifier in terms of the 
rms current in the IGBT (IS) and the rms current in the diode 
bridge (ID). This comparison was established for a ranging 
power from 500 W to 3.5 kW. The value of the rms current in 
the IGBT S is the same for both cases, but the value of the rms 
current in the diode bridge is always lower with the SSTL 
active rectifier. From this analysis it can be concluded that the 
SSTL active rectifier uses more three diodes than the PFC 
(main disadvantage), but the nominal power of the diode bridge 
can be reduced once the rms current is always lower. These are 
the main reasons to adopt the SSTL active rectifier in detriment 
of the traditional PFC for the developed EV battery charger. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
This section presents the setup used to validate the SSTL 

active rectifier and the main experimental results obtained to 
confirm its operation. The experimental results were acquired 

with a Yokogawa DL708E digital oscilloscope and with a 
Fluke 435 Power Quality Analyzer. Fig. 8 shows the 
experimental setup of the EV battery charger where is 
incorporated the SSTL active rectifier combined with the dc-dc 
converter. This figure also shows the digital control platform. 
Although the nominal grid voltage of the EV battery charger is 
230 V, the experimental results were obtained with a voltage of 
115 V. However, this operating voltage does not invalidate the 
experimental verification. It is important to note that the power 
grid voltage presents harmonic distortion (THD = 2.9%) due to 
the nonlinear electrical appliances and the line impedance. 
Taking into account that the SSTL is used in an EV battery 
charger, the experimental results were obtained only in steady 
state without sudden variations. Moreover, the beginning of the 
EV battery charging process is performed slowly, with the 
current increasing from zero to the nominal value. If occurs a 
voltage sag in the power grid, the control system will increase 
the current in order to maintain the dc-link voltage, however, 
this situation is not presented in the paper. The control 
algorithm is implemented in the fixed-point digital signal 
processor (DSP) TMS320F28335 from Texas Instruments. The 
power grid voltage is measured with the hall-effect LV-25 P 
sensor from LEM, and the EV current is measured using the 
hall-effect LA-55 P sensor also form LEM. Taking into 
account that these signals are bipolar (i.e., positive and 
negative), it is used a signal conditioning circuit to adapt these 
signals to the unipolar inputs of the analog-to-digital converters 

 
Fig. 6. Simulation results of the SSTL active rectifier in a detail of 600 μs: Grid
current (ig); Voltage produced by the SSTL active rectifier (van); Current in the
diode bridge (id); Current in the bidirectional cell (ib); Control signal of the
IGBT (vS). 
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Fig. 7. Circuits of the active rectifiers compared in this paper: (a) SSTL active 
rectifier; (b) Traditional PFC. 

TABLE II 
RMS CURRENT COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 

TRADITIONAL PFC ACTIVE RECTIFIER AND THE SSTL ACTIVE RECTIFIER 

Power Rms IS Rms ID 
PFC SSTL PFC SSTL 

500 W 1.33 1.33 2.48 2.09 
1000 W 2.53 2.53 4.64 3.89 
1500 W 3.72 3.72 6.79 5.69 
2000 W 4.93 4.93 8.97 7.49 
2500 W 6.13 6.13 11.13 9.29 
3000 W 7.36 7.36 13.33 11.11 
3500 W 8.56 8.56 15.49 12.90 

 
Fig. 8. Experimental setup of the EV battery charger where is incorporated the 
SSTL active rectifier combined with a dc-dc converter. 

(a) (b)



(ADC) of the DSP. In order to connect the DSP and the IGBT 
driver is used a command circuit, i.e., a circuit used to adapt a 
signal of 3.3 V into a signal of 15 V. The IGBT driver is 
composed by the optocoupler HCPL3120 from Avago and by 
the isolated dc-dc source MEV1S1515SC from Murata. 
Besides the aforementioned circuits, is also used a protection 
circuit that disables the IGBT driver signal when the grid 
current reach the predefined threshold. This circuit deals with 
all the measured signal from the EV battery charger. The 
power converters of the EV battery charger are composed by 
the IGBTs FGA25N120ANTD from Fairchild. The dc-link is 
composed by a capacitor of 1000 μH (400 V) and the output 
LC filter of the dc-dc converter is composed by an inductor of 
560 μH (10 A) and by a capacitor of 680 μF (400 V). The input 
filter of the SSTL active rectifier (5 mH) was designed with 
two cores T300-60D from Micrometals. Fig. 9 shows the 
power grid voltage (vg), the grid current (ig), the current in the 
diode bridge (id), and the current in the bidirectional cell (ib). 
From this figure it is possible to observe that the grid current 
(ig) is composed by the sum of the currents in the diode bridge 
(id) and in the bidirectional cell (ib). During the positive 
semicycle of the power grid voltage (vg > 0), Fig. 10 shows in 
detail the power grid voltage (vg), the grid current (ig), the 
current in the diode bridge (id), the current in the bidirectional 
cell (ib), and the gate-emitter voltage of the IGBT (vge). 
Analyzing this figure, when the IGBT is on the current in the 
power grid (ig) corresponds to the current in the bidirectional 
cell (ib) and the current in the diode bridge (id) is zero, i.e., the 
inductance stores energy (cf. Fig. 2(a)). On the other hand, 
when the IGBT is off the current in the power grid (ig) 
corresponds to the current in the diode bridge (id) and the 
current in the bidirectional cell (ib) is zero, i.e., the inductance 
provides energy (cf. Fig. 2(b)). Fig. 11 shows the power grid 
voltage (vg), the grid current (ig), and the voltage produced by 
the SSTL active rectifier (van). As expected, the grid current (ig) 
is sinusoidal and in phase with the power grid voltage (vg), and 
the voltage produced by the converter (van) can assume three 
distinct values (-vdc, 0, +vdc). In this situation the measure total 
harmonic distortion (THD) of the power grid voltage was 2.9% 
and the THD of the EV current was 2.9%. Fig. 12 shows the 
spectral analysis and the THD of the EV current.  

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a new topology of single-switch 

three-level (SSTL) active rectifier for applications of battery 
chargers for electric vehicles (EVs), which is controlled by a 
model predictive current control. Along the paper is presented 
in detail the model predictive current control and the analysis 
of the principle of operation. The SSTL active rectifier was 
validated through simulations and experimental results, where 
the obtained results confirm the correct application of the 
model predictive current control to the SSTL active rectifier. 
The experimental results show that the control algorithm is 
suitable to obtain the three-level voltages and to track the 
reference of the grid current. The model predictive current 
control allows to follow the reference with low total harmonic 
distortion. 

 
Fig. 9. Experimental results of the SSTL active rectifier: Power grid voltage
(vg: 50 V/div); grid current (ig: 5 A/div); Current in the diode bridge (id:
2 A/div); Current in the bidirectional cell (ib: 2 A/div). 

 
Fig. 10. Experimental results of the SSTL active rectifier: Power grid voltage
(vg: 50 V/div); grid current (ig: 1 A/div); Current in the diode bridge (id:
1 A/div); Current in the bidirectional cell (ib: 1 A/div); Gate-emitter voltage of
the IGBT (vge: 15 V/div). 

 
Fig. 11. Experimental results of the SSTL active rectifier: Power grid voltage
(vg: 50 V/div); Grid current (ig: 5 A/div); Voltage produced by the SSTL
active rectifier (van: 50 V/div). 

 
Fig. 12. Spectral analysis and THD of the grid current (ig). 
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